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Interviewer introduction

**** START OF YOUNG PERSON QUESTIONNAIRE FOR [^Cohort member's name] ****

YPARCON

*** YOUNG PERSON QUESTIONNAIRE: PARENT CONSENT TO APPROACH YOUNG PERSON***

DID PARENT/GUARDIAN GIVE WRITTEN CONSENT FOR [^Cohort member’s Name] TO BE ASKED TO COMPLETE THE QUESTIONNAIRE?

REMEMBER:
INFORMATION BOOKLET USED: “WHAT WOULD WE LIKE YOU AND YOUR CHILD TO DO? INFORMATION FOR PARENTS”
CONSENT FORM USED: CONSENT BOOKLET (CF01) – YOUNG PERSON ELEMENTS

PARENT/GUARDIAN MUST HAVE SIGNED FORM AND INITIATED OR TICKED APPROPRIATE BOX TO INDICATE CONSENT WAS GIVEN

1. Yes, consent given
2. No, consent not given

**IF signed consent NOT given [YPARCON= 2] go to end of the interview**

IF signed consent given [YPARCON= 1]

YYCON

*** YOUNG PERSON QUESTIONNAIRE: YOUNG PERSON CONSENT ***

DID [^COHORT MEMBER’S NAME] GIVE VERBAL CONSENT TO COMPLETE THE QUESTIONNAIRE?

REMEMBER:
INFORMATION BOOKLET USED: “WHAT WOULD WE LIKE YOU TO DO?”
CONSENT FORM USED: CONSENT BOOKLET (CF01) – YOUNG PERSON

YOU SHOULD NOT HAVE ASKED CONSENT FROM YOUNG PERSON IF PARENT HAS NOT GIVEN CONSENT TO APPROACH YOUNG PERSON.

1. Yes, consent given
2. No, consent not given

**IF verbal consent NOT given [YYCON =2] go to end of the interview**

IF verbal consent given [YYCON= 1]
SELFCOMP

IS [*Cohort Member’s Name] COMPLETING THE QUESTIONNAIRE AS SELF-COMPLETION OR WILL YOU BE ADMINISTERING THE QUESTIONNAIRE?

[*CODE 2 (INTERVIEWER ADMINISTRATION) IF WELSH TRANSLATION REQUIRED]¹

1. Accepted as self-completion
2. Accepted as interviewer administration

IF ACCEPTED AS INTERVIEWER ADMINISTRATION, GO TO WHYINTAD THEN TO DISC

IF interviewer administered [SELFCOMP= 2]

WHYINTAD

CODE REASON WHY RESPONDENT IS NOT DOING SELF-COMPLETION

1. [*Welsh translation required]²
2. Unable due to language/ reading problems
3. Unable due to health problems (eyesight, disability etc.)
4. Unable for some other reason (SPECIFY) variable name WHYINTAO
5. Couldn’t be bothered
6. Worried about confidentiality
7. Other (SPECIFY) variable name WHYINTAX

IF self-completion [SELFCOMP=1]

YPSCINT1

INTERVIEWER PROTOCOLS / INSTRUCTIONS ABOUT SETTING UP SELF-COMPLETION

EXPLAIN AS NECESSARY:

- FIND SOMEWHERE PRIVATE TO COMPLETE
- COMPLETION TAKES C. 40 MINUTES, IDEALLY IN ONE SITTING
- RESPONSES ARE COMPLETELY CONFIDENTIAL
- ASK YOU FOR HELP IF NEEDED

DETACH THE KEYBOARD, GO TO NEXT SCREEN AND PASS THE TABLET TO THE RESPONDENT.
PLEASE BE CAREFUL NOT TO TOUCH THE SCREEN WHEN DOING THIS.

¹ Display if HQ.COUNTRY=2 (WALES)
² Display if HQ.COUNTRY=2 (WALES)
YPSCINT2

We would like you to answer some questions yourself about different things in your life. We would also like to ask you to give us your mobile phone number and email address. The questions take about 40 minutes to complete. We hope that you find them interesting and enjoy answering them.

It is not a test so there are no right or wrong answers. We just want to find out about your life and what you think. If you don’t want to answer a question that's ok. You can skip it and move to the next one. If you make a mistake or change your mind you can go back and change your answer.

No-one in your family or the interviewer will see your answers and you will not be asked to type your name into the questionnaire. Some questions are about things that not all young people your age will have done. That’s ok – we’re just as interested in what people haven’t done as well as what they have. It’s important that you answer honestly.

Some of the questions are about things that are personal so please make sure you fill in the questionnaire on your own. To make sure no one else can see your answers there is a ‘hide’ button in the top right corner of the screen: press ‘hide the screen’ if you want to blank the screen to keep it private.

If you have any queries about how to use the tablet please ask the interviewer.

Intro text for first YP section

Now starting with the [^module name] section ...

Intro text for subsequent YP sections

Now starting the [^module name] section …
Sensitivity text

The next questions are about things that are more personal. Remember no-one in your family or the interviewer will see your answers and you can hide the screen at any time by pressing the button in the top right. If you come to a question that you don’t want to answer that’s ok. You can skip it and move to the next one.

Honesty text

The next questions are about things that not all young people your age will have done. That’s ok – we’re just as interested in what people haven’t done as well as what they have. It’s important that you answer honestly.

Submit screen (except the final one)

You have come to the end of the questions asking about [TEXTFILL]

Once you are sure you don’t want to change anything, please press ‘lock your answers’ to continue to the next set of questions about [TEXTFILL]. Once you have pressed this you will not be able to go back and change your answers so far.

Submit screen (final one)

You have come to the end of the questions asking More About You.

Once you are sure you don’t want to change anything, please press ‘lock your answers’. Once you have pressed this you will not be able to go back and change your answers so far.

After you have pressed this you will hand the tablet back to the interviewer who will ask you one last set of questions.
Activities module

<Things That You Do> section start point

\{ACTIVITY GRID\}

CINE-RLSV ASK ALL, SINGLE RESPONSE, ASK AS GRID

How often do you do the following activities when you are not at school?

Please select one answer on every row.

(IDA 10b [activities])
CINE
Go to the cinema?

(IDA 10e [activities])
SPOR
Go to watch live sport?

(IDA 10h [activities])
BAND
Sing in a choir or play in a band or orchestra?

(IDA 10j [activities])
RJOY
Read for enjoyment (not for school)?

(IDA 10k [activities])
ORGA
Go to youth clubs, scouts, girl guides or other organised activities?

(IDA 10m [activities])
MUSM
Go to museums or galleries, visit a historic place or stately home?

(IDA 10q [activities])
RLSV
Attend a religious service?

SCALE FOR ACTIVITY GRID

1  Most days
2  At least once a week
3  At least once a month
4  Several times a year
5  Once a year or less
6  Never or almost never
ASK ALL, SINGLE RESPONSE
(IDA 11 [activities])

PHEX
On how many days in the last week did you do a total of **at least an hour** of moderate to vigorous physical activity? By **moderate to vigorous** we mean any physical activity that makes you get warmer, breathe harder and makes your heart beat faster, e.g. riding a bike, running, playing football, swimming, dancing, etc.

1. Every day
2. 5-6 days
3. 3-4 days
4. 1-2 days
5. Not at all

ASK ALL, SINGLE RESPONSE
(IDA 5 [Television/computers/electronic games] [MCS5 Main TVHO adapted])

TVHO
On a normal week day during term time, how many hours do you spend **watching television programmes or films**? Please remember to include time spent watching programmes or films on a computer or mobile device as well as on a TV, DVD etc. Please also include time spent before school as well as time after school.

1. None
2. Less than half an hour
3. Half an hour to less than 1 hour
4. 1 hour to less than 2 hours
5. 2 hours to less than 3 hours
6. 3 hours to less than 5 hours
7. 5 hours to less than 7 hours
8. 7 hours or more

ASK ALL, SINGLE RESPONSE
(IDA 7 [Television/computers/electronic games] [MCS5 CI: Q5 & MAIN COMXP adapted])

COMH
On a normal week day during term time, how many hours do you spend **playing electronic games** on a computer or games systems, such as Wii, Nintendo D-S, X-Box or PlayStation? Please remember to include time before school as well as time after school.

1. None
2. Less than half an hour
3. Half an hour to less than 1 hour
4. 1 hour to less than 2 hours
5. 2 hours to less than 3 hours
6. 3 hours to less than 5 hours
7. 5 hours to less than 7 hours
8. 7 hours or more
ASK ALL, SINGLE RESPONSE
(IDA 8 [Television/computers/electronic games] [MCS5 Main CMEX adapted])
CMEX
Do you have a computer like a pc, MAC, laptop, netbook or tablet of your own?

1. Yes
2. No

ASK ALL, SINGLE RESPONSE
(IDA 14 [Internet] [MCS5 CI:Q6 adapted])
INTH
On a normal week day during term time, how many hours do you spend using the internet? Remember to include time spent using the internet on tablets, Smartphones and other mobile devices as well as computers and laptops. Please don’t include time spent using the internet at school, but remember to include time before and after school and anytime for homework.

1. None
2. Less than half an hour
3. Half an hour to less than 1 hour
4. 1 hour to less than 2 hours
5. 2 hours to less than 3 hours
6. 3 hours to less than 5 hours
7. 5 hours to less than 7 hours
8. 7 hours or more

ASK ALL, SINGLE RESPONSE
(IDA 17 [social media and messaging] [Similar to MCS5 CI:Q9 adapted])
SOME
On a normal week day during term time, how many hours do you spend on social networking or messaging sites or Apps on the internet such as Facebook, Twitter and WhatsApp?

1. None
2. Less than half an hour
3. Half an hour to less than 1 hour
4. 1 hour to less than 2 hours
5. 2 hours to less than 3 hours
6. 3 hours to less than 5 hours
7. 5 hours to less than 7 hours
8. 7 hours or more

ASK ALL, SINGLE RESPONSE
(IDA 2 [cycling] [MCS5 Main CYCF adapted])
CYCF
How often do you use a bicycle? Please include travel to and from school.

1. Every day or almost every day
2. Several times a week
3. Once or twice a week
4. At least once a month
5. Every few months
6. At least once a year
7. Less often or never
8. Do not use a bicycle
ASK ALL, SINGLE RESPONSE
(IDA 3 [cycling] [MCS5 Main CYCT adapted])
CYCT
Have you ever done any formal cycling proficiency training such as ‘Bikeability’? Formal cycling proficiency training is delivered by a recognised trainer and includes tuition on the road.

1  Yes
2  No

ASK CONF IF CYCT = yes (code 1), SINGLE RESPONSE
(IDA 4 [cycling])
CONF
Has the cycle training meant that you now feel more confident cycling on the road?

1  Yes
2  No
3  Never ride on the road

END FILTER (ASK If CYCT = yes (code 1))

ASK ALL, SINGLE RESPONSE
(PAR 21 [Neighbourhood [MCS5 CI: Q 23 adapted]])
SAFD
How safe is it to walk, play or hang out in this area during the day? By this area we mean within about a mile or 20 minute walk from your home.

1  Very safe
2  Safe
3  Not very safe
4  Not at all safe

ASK ALL, SINGLE RESPONSE
(RRI 4 [Independence] [MCS5 CI: Q18 & MCS5 PLWE adapted])
PLWE
At the weekend how often do you spend time with your friends, but without adults or older children, doing things like playing in the park, going to the shops or just ‘hanging out’?

1  Most weekends
2  At least once a month
3  Less often than once a month
4  Never
ASK ALL, SINGLE RESPONSE
(RRI 6 [Independence] [MCS5 CI: Q19 & MCS5 PLWK adapted])
PLWK
In the afternoon after school, how often do you spend time with your friends, but without adults or older children, doing things like playing in the park, going to the shops or just ‘hanging out’?

1. Most days
2. At least once a week
3. At least once a month
4. Less often than once a month
5. Never

ASK ALL, CODE ALL THAT APPLY
(MAW 3 [money & paid work])
WMON
Do you get money to spend on yourself from any of the following sources?

Please select all the answers that apply

1. Regular pocket money or allowance
2. Money from doing chores or babysitting for family or relatives
3. Money from working in the family business
4. Money from a paid job
5. Given money by parents when I need it
6. Other source (PLEASE WRITE IN) (Variable name=WMON06)
7. I never get any money to spend on myself (SINGLE CODE ONLY)

CHECK: CODE 7 IS UNIQUE

SHOW ON SCREEN: You have come to the end of the questions asking about Things That You Do.

Once you are sure you don’t want to change anything, please press ‘lock your answers’ to continue to the next set of questions about Your Views. Once you have pressed this you will not be able to go back and change your answers so far.

< Things That You Do> section end point
**Attitudes module**

<Your Views> section start point

**{ATTITUDE GRID}**

ASK ROLE- IMWK TO ALL, SINGLE RESPONSE, ASK AS GRID

How much do you agree or disagree with the following statements?

Please select one answer on every row.

(IDA20[Gender role attitudes] [MCS5 CI q53a])

ROLE

Men and women should do the same jobs around the house

(IDA21[Gender role attitudes] [MCS5 CI q53b])

IMWK

It is less important for women to go out to work than it is for men

SCALE FOR ATTITUDE GRID:

1. Strongly agree
2. Agree
3. Disagree
4. Strongly disagree

**{CONSUMERISM ATTITUDES GRID}**

ASK PLAB-BTNG TO ALL, SINGLE RESPONSE, ASK AS GRID

How much do you agree or disagree with the following statements?

Please select one answer on every row.

(IDA19 [Consumerism] [MCS5 CI q22b])

PLAB

I like clothing with popular labels

(IDA19 [Consumerism] [MCS5 CI q22c])

BTNG

It bothers me if my friends have things I don’t

SCALE FOR CONSUMERISM ATTITUDES GRID:

1. Strongly agree
2. Agree
3. Disagree
4. Strongly disagree
**MORAL ATTITUDES GRID**

ASK WELK-WHRD TO ALL, SINGLE RESPONSE, ASK AS GRID

How important are the following to you?

*Please select one answer on every row.*

(IDA 34 [Moral attitudes])

**WELK**

How important is it to you to be well liked?

(IDA 35 [Moral attitudes])

**WHRD**

How important is it to you to work hard?

SCALE FOR MORAL ATTITUDES GRID:

1. Very important
2. Quite important
3. Not very important
4. Not at all important

ASK ALL, SINGLE RESPONSE

(RRI46 [Attitude to wrong doing] [MCS5 CI Q48])

**FGHT**

How wrong do you think it is for someone your age to start a fight with someone?

1. Very wrong
2. A bit wrong
3. Not wrong

ASK ALL, SINGLE RESPONSE

(RRI47 [Attitude to wrong doing] [MCS5 CI Q49])

**SPNT**

How wrong do you think it is for someone your age to write things or spray paint on a building, fence or train?

1. Very wrong
2. A bit wrong
3. Not wrong

ASK ALL, SINGLE RESPONSE

(RRI48 [Attitude to wrong doing] [MCS5 CI Q50])

**STEL**

How wrong do you think it is for someone your age to take something from a shop without paying for it?

1. Very wrong
2. A bit wrong
3. Not wrong
ASK ALL SINGLE RESPONSE
(RRI49 [Attitude to wrong doing] [MCS5 CI Q51])
COPY
How wrong do you think it is for someone your age to copy or download music, games or films without paying for them, when they should have done?

1  Very wrong
2  A bit wrong
3  Not wrong

SHOW ON SCREEN: You have come to the end of the questions asking about Your Views.

Once you are sure you don’t want to change anything, please press ‘lock your answers’ to continue to the next set of questions about School and Your Future. Once you have pressed this you will not be able to go back and change your answers so far.

<Your Views> section end point
Education module

{ACADEMIC SELF CONCEPT GRID}

ASK ALL, ASK WLSH IN WALES ONLY (HQ.COUNTRY=2), SINGLE RESPONSE, ASK AS GRID
How much do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements about you?

Please select one answer on every row.

(EDU 1a [Academic self-concept] [MCS5 CI Q45])
ENGL I am good at English

WLSH I am good at Welsh

(EDU 1b [Academic self-concept] [MCS5 CI Q45])
MTHS I am good at Maths

(EDU 1c [Academic self-concept] [MCS5 CI Q45])
SCIE I am good at Science

(EDU 1d [Academic self-concept] [MCS5 CI Q45])
GDPE I am good at PE

SCALE FOR ACADEMIC SELF-CONCEPT GRID
1 Strongly disagree
2 Disagree
3 Agree
4 Strongly agree

ASK IF LIVES IN ENGLAND OR WALES OR NORTHERN IRELAND (HQ.COUNTRY=1 OR 2 OR 4), SINGLE RESPONSE

(EDU 6 [advice for GCSE options])
OPTE
Has it been definitely decided yet which subjects you will be doing in school next year, that is [^Year 10/Year 11]^3?

1 Yes
2 No
3 Already in ^[Year 10/Year 11]^4

---

3 IF Country = England or Wales [HQ.COUNTRY = 1, 2], ^textfill = ‘Year 10’, ], IF Country = Northern Ireland [HQ.COUNTRY = 4], ^textfill = ‘Year11’
4 Added in version 104, released on 13 July 2015. Response option 3 previously not featured (→ added to account for late interview where cohort member has moved into a higher year)
ASK IF OPTE = yes (code 1) OR OPTE = already in ^[Year 10/Year 11] (code 3)^ (OR LIVES IN SCOTLAND (HQ.COUNTRY=3), MULTIPLE RESPONSE (EDU 7 [advice for GCSE options])

OPWE

Who decided which subjects you would be studying in ^[Year 10/ Third year (S3)/Year 11]^?

Please select all the answers that apply.

1 Parents
2 School/teachers
3 You, yourself
4 Someone else

ASK ALL, SINGLE RESPONSE

(EDU 15 [Homework] [MCS5 Main: HWKM adapted])

HWKM

In a typical week in term-time, including weekends, how many hours do you spend doing homework?

1 None
2 1 hour to less than 3 hours
3 3 hours to less than 5 hours
4 5 hours to less than 10 hours
5 10 or more hours

ASK ALL, SINGLE RESPONSE

(EDU 17 [Homework] [MCS5 Main: HLPC adapted])

HLPC

How often does anyone at home make sure you do your homework?

1 Always
2 Usually
3 Sometimes
4 Never or almost never

ASK ALL, SINGLE RESPONSE

(EDU 18 [Homework] [MCS5 Main: QTRM adapted])

QTRM

Is there somewhere quiet in your home where you are able to do your homework?

1 Yes
2 No

---

5 This part of the routing added in Version 104, released on 13 July 2015. OPTE Response option 3 previously had not featured
6 IF Country = England or Wales [HQ.COUNTRY = 1, 2], ^textfill = ‘Year 10’, IF Country = Scotland [HQ.COUNTRY = 3], ^textfill = ‘Third year (S3)’ IF Country = Northern Ireland [HQ.COUNTRY = 4], ^textfill = ‘Year11’
{SCHOOL MOTIVATION GRID}
ASK ALL, SINGLE RESPONSE, ASK AS GRID
Below are some questions about how you feel about school.
Please select one answer on every row.

(School motivation/engagement [MCS5CI: Q34])
SCBE
How often do you try your best at school?

(School motivation/engagement [MCS5CI: Q35])
SINT
How often do you find school interesting?

(School motivation/engagement [MCS5CI: Q36])
SUNH
How often do you feel unhappy at school?

(School motivation/engagement [MCS5CI: Q37])
STIR
How often do you get tired at school?

(School motivation/engagement [MCS5CI: Q38])
SCWA
How often do you feel school is a waste of time?

(School motivation/engagement [ adapted item from NCDS/BCS70school motivation qs])
MNWO
How often do you find it difficult to keep your mind on your work at school?

RESPONSES FOR SCHOOL MOTIVATION GRID:
1 All of the time
2 Most of the time
3 Some of the time
4 Never

ASK ALL, SINGLE RESPONSE
(EDU 20 [Classroom behaviour] [Q39 MCS5 CI])
MISB
How often do you misbehave or cause trouble in lessons?
1 All of the time
2 Most of the time
3 Some of the time
4 Never

ASK ALL, SINGLE RESPONSE
(EDU 21 Classroom behaviour] [Q40 MCS5 CI])
MISO
How often do other pupils misbehave or cause trouble in your lessons?
1 All of the time
2 Most of the time
3 Some of the time
4 Never
ASK ALL, SINGLE RESPONSE  
(EDU 13 [Truancy] [MCS5 CI Q 44])  
**TRUA**  
In the last 12 months, have you ever missed school **without your parents' permission** even if only for half a day or a single lesson?  

1. Yes  
2. No  

**ASK IF TRUA = Yes (code 1), SINGLE RESPONSE**  
(EDU 14 [Truancy])  
**TRUF**  
In the last 12 months, how often did you miss school **without your parents’ permission** (even if only for half a day or a single lesson)?  

1. Most days  
2. 2 to 3 times a week  
3. Once a week  
4. Once a month  
5. Less often than once a month  
6. Once  

ASK ALL, SINGLE RESPONSE  
(EDU 11 [Future job and life aspirations] [MCS 5 – parent ATQL])  
**ATQL**  
How much do you agree or disagree that nowadays you need qualifications in order to get a job worth having?  

1. Strongly agree  
2. Agree  
3. Disagree  
4. Strongly disagree  
5. Don’t know/don’t wish to answer  

ASK ALL, OPEN TEXT  
(EDU 8 [Future job /aspirations] [MCS5 CI Q 82])  
**CARR**  
When you grow up what would you like to be?  

*Please type your answer in the box below*  

SHOW DON'T KNOW CODE
ASK ALL, SINGLE RESPONSE
(EDU 23 [IFS question – returns to education])
The next question asks you to think about something that might happen to you in the future.

You will be asked how likely you think an event is, on a scale from 0% to 100%, where the percentage means the number of chances out of 100. For example, 0% means “no chance” and 100% means “absolutely certain”.

You can choose any number between 0% and 100%. Choose whichever number you think most closely fits how likely the event is to happen.

ASK ALL SINGLE RESPONSE
(EDU 27 [IFS question – returns to education])
STYY
How likely (0-100%) do you think it is you will stay on in full-time education at the end of [^Year 11/Fifth year (S 5)/Year 12]?8

A slider will appear when you touch the scale, which you can drag to give your answer. You can choose to enter a number in the box if you prefer.

Scale: 0-100%
{Include 0-100% scale as a slider with no initial start point.}

ASK IF STYY <100%, SINGLE RESPONSE
(EDU 29 [IFS question returns to education])
STYN
What is the main reason why you might not stay on in full-time education at the end of [^Year 11/Fifth year (S 5)/Year 12]?9

{NOTE TO SCRIPTER: SPECIFICATION ISSUE- RANDOMISE RESPONSES (APART FROM OTHER) }

1. I / my family need the money – so I would need to start working instead
2. I would prefer to get a job / start a career
3. Staying on in education will not help me in my future career
4. I'm not interested in continuing education / I don't enjoy it
5. I want to start a family
6. Parent(s) / relatives recommend that I should leave after[^Year 11/Fifth year (S5)/Year 12]9
7. Because my friends plan to leave after[^Year 11/Fifth year (S5)/Year 12]10
8. It is too early to decide whether I would stay on or not
9. Other (PLEASE WRITE IN) (Variable name=STNO)

7 IF Country = England or Wales [HQ.COUNTRY= 1, 2], ^textfill = ‘Year 11’, IF Country = Scotland [HQ.COUNTRY = 3], ^textfill = ‘Fifth year (S5)’ IF Country = Northern Ireland [HQ,COUNTRY = 4], ^textfill = ‘Year12’
8 IF Country = England or Wales [HQ.COUNTRY= 1, 2], ^textfill = ‘Year 11’, IF Country = Scotland [HQ.COUNTRY = 3], ^textfill = ‘Fifth year (S5)’ IF Country = Northern Ireland [HQ,COUNTRY = 4], ^textfill = ‘Year12’
9 IF Country = England or Wales [HQ.COUNTRY= 1, 2], ^textfill = ‘Year 11’, IF Country = Scotland [HQ.COUNTRY = 3], ^textfill = ‘Fifth year (S5)’ IF Country = Northern Ireland [HQ,COUNTRY = 4], ^textfill = ‘Year12’
10 IF Country = England or Wales [HQ.COUNTRY = 1, 2], ^textfill = ‘Year 11’, IF Country = Scotland [HQ.COUNTRY = 3], ^textfill = ‘Fifth year (S5)’ IF Country = Northern Ireland [HQ,COUNTRY = 4], ^textfill = ‘Year12’
ASK IF STYY>0%, SINGLE RESPONSE
(EDU 34 [IFS question returns to education])
STYU
How likely do you think it is that you will go to university?

A slider will appear when you touch the scale, which you can drag to give your answer. You can choose to enter a number in the box if you prefer.

Scale: 0-100%
{Include 0-100% scale as a slider with no initial start point.}
SHOW DK RESPONSE OPTION

SHOW ON SCREEN: You have come to the end of the questions asking about School And Your Future.

Once you are sure you don’t want to change anything, please press ‘lock your answers’ to continue to the next set of questions About You. Once you have pressed this you will not be able to go back and change your answers so far.

<School And Your Future> section end point
Identity module

<About You> section start point

ASK RELE IF LIVES IN ENGLAND, (HQ.COUNTRY=1) SINGLE RESPONSE
(IDA23 Eng [Religion] [MCS5 Main: RELE adapted])

RELE
What is your religion?

1  No religion
2  Christian (including Church of England, Catholic, Protestant and all other
   Christian denominations)
3  Buddhist
4  Hindu
5  Jewish
6  Muslim
7  Sikh
8  Any other religion (PLEASE WRITE IN) (Variable name=RLEX)

END FILTER (IF respondent in England (HQ.COUNTRY=1))

ASK RELW IF LIVES IN WALES, (HQ.COUNTRY=2) SINGLE RESPONSE
(IDA23 Wal [Religion] [MCS5 Main: RELW adapted])

RELW
What is your religion?

1  No religion
2  Christian (all denominations)
3  Buddhist
4  Hindu
5  Jewish
6  Muslim
7  Sikh
8  Any other religion (PLEASE WRITE IN) (Variable name=RLWX)

END FILTER (IF respondent in Wales (HQ.COUNTRY=2))
ASK RELS IF LIVES IN SCOTLAND, (HQ.COUNTRY=3) SINGLE RESPONSE
(IDA23 Scot [Religion] [MCS5 Main: RELS adapted])
RELS
What religion, religious denomination or body do you belong to?

1  None
2  Church of Scotland
3  Roman Catholic
4  Other Christian
5  Muslim
6  Buddhist
7  Sikh
8  Jewish
9  Hindu
10 Another religion or body (PLEASE WRITE IN) (Variable name=RLSX)

END FILTER (IF respondent in Scotland (HQ.COUNTRY=3))

ASK RELN IF LIVES IN NORTHERN IRELAND, (HQ.COUNTRY=4) SINGLE RESPONSE
(IDA23 NI [Religion] [MCS5 Main: RELN adapted])
RELN
What religion, religious denomination or body do you belong to?

1  Roman Catholic
2  Presbyterian Church in Ireland
3  Church of Ireland
4  Methodist Church in Ireland
5  Other (PLEASE WRITE IN) (Variable name=RLNX)
6  None

END FILTER (IF respondent in Northern Ireland)
**ETHE**

What is your ethnic group?

*You may need to scroll down to see all the answers.*

**WHITE**

1. English/Welsh/Scottish/Northern Irish/British
2. Irish
3. Gypsy or Irish Traveller
4. Any other White background (PLEASE WRITE IN) (Variable name=EXEW)

**MIXED MULTIPLE ETHNIC GROUPS**

5. White and Black Caribbean
6. White and Black African
7. White and Asian
8. Any other mixed/multiple ethnic background (PLEASE WRITE IN) (Variable name=EXEM)

**ASIAN/ ASIAN BRITISH**

9. Indian
10. Pakistani
11. Bangladeshi
12. Chinese
13. Any other Asian background (PLEASE WRITE IN) (Variable name=EXEA)

**BLACK/ AFRICAN/ CARIBBEAN/ BLACK BRITISH**

14. African
15. Caribbean
16. Other Black/ African/ Caribbean background (PLEASE WRITE IN) (Variable name=EXEB)

**OTHER ETHNIC GROUP**

17. Arab
18. Other ethnic group PLEASE WRITE IN) (Variable name=EXEO)

*END FILTER (IF respondent in England (HQ.COUNTRY=1))*
What is your ethnic group?

You may need to scroll down to see all the answers.

WHITE
1. Welsh/ English/ Scottish/ Northern Irish/ British
2. Irish
3. Gypsy or Irish Traveller
4. Any other White background (PLEASE WRITE IN) (Variable name=EXWW)

MIXED MULTIPLE ETHNIC GROUPS
5. White and Black Caribbean
6. White and Black African
7. White and Asian
8. Any other mixed/multiple ethnic background (PLEASE WRITE IN) (Variable name=EXWM)

ASIAN/ ASIAN BRITISH
9. Indian
10. Pakistani
11. Bangladeshi
12. Chinese
13. Any other Asian background (PLEASE WRITE IN) (Variable name=EXWA)

BLACK/ AFRICAN/ CARIBBEAN/ BLACK BRITISH
14. African
15. Caribbean
16. Any other Black/ African/ Caribbean background (PLEASE WRITE IN) (Variable name=EXWB)

OTHER ETHNIC GROUP
17. Arab
18. Other ethnic group (PLEASE WRITE IN) (Variable name=EXWO)

END FILTER (If respondent in Wales (HQ.COUNTRY=2))
ASK ETHS IF LIVES IN SCOTLAND, (HQ.COUNTRY=3) SINGLE RESPONSE
(IDA22 Scot [Ethnic group] [MCS5 Main: ETHS adapted])

ETHS

What is your ethnic group?

You may need to scroll down to see all the answers.

WHITE
1 Scottish
2 Other British
3 Irish
4 Gypsy or Irish Traveller
5 Polish
6 Any other White ethnic group (PLEASE WRITE IN) (Variable name=EXSW)

MIXED MULTIPLE ETHNIC GROUPS
7 Any mixed or multiple ethnic groups (PLEASE WRITE IN) (Variable name=EXSM)

ASIAN, ASIAN SCOTTISH OR ASIAN BRITISH
8 Pakistani/Pakistani Scottish/Pakistani British
9 Indian/Indian Scottish/Indian British
10 Bangladeshi/Bangladeshi Scottish/Bangladeshi British
11 Chinese/Chinese Scottish/Chinese British
12 Any other Asian background (PLEASE WRITE IN) (Variable name=EXSA)

AFRICAN
13 African/ African Scottish/African British
14 Any other African (PLEASE WRITE IN) (Variable name=EXSF)

CARIBBEAN OR BLACK
15 Caribbean/Caribbean Scottish/Caribbean British
16 Black/Black Scottish/Black British
17 Any other Caribbean or Black background (PLEASE WRITE IN) (Variable name=EXSB)

OTHER ETHNIC GROUP
18 Arab, Arab Scottish or Arab British
19 Any other ethnic group (PLEASE WRITE IN) (Variable name=EXSO)

END FILTER (IF respondent in Scotland (HQ.COUNTRY=3))
ASK ETHN IF LIVES IN NORTHERN IRELAND (HQ.COUNTRY=4) SINGLE RESPONSE
(IDA22 NI [Ethnic group] [MCS5 Main: ETHN adapted])
ETHN
What is your ethnic group?
You may need to scroll down to see all the answers.

1. White
2. Irish Traveller
   MIXED / MULTIPLE ETHNIC GROUPS
3. White and Black Caribbean
4. White and Black African
5. White and Asian
6. Any other mixed/multiple ethnic background (PLEASE WRITE IN) (Variable name=EXNM)
   ASIAN / ASIAN BRITISH
7. Indian
8. Pakistani
9. Bangladeshi
10. Chinese
11. Any other Asian background (PLEASE WRITE IN) (Variable name=EXNA)
   BLACK / AFRICAN / CARIBBEAN / BLACK BRITISH
12. African
13. Caribbean
14. Any other Black/African/Caribbean background (PLEASE WRITE IN) (Variable name=EXNB)
   OTHER ETHNIC GROUP
15. Arab
16. Any other ethnic group (PLEASE WRITE IN) (Variable name=EXNO)

END FILTER (IF respondent in Northern Ireland (HQ.COUNTRY=4))
ASK ALL, CODE ALL THAT APPLY  
(IDA29 [Languages])

LANF
Which of these languages do you speak with your friends?

Please select all the answers that apply.
You may need to scroll down to see all the answers.

1 English  
2 Welsh  
3 Gaelic  
4 Urdu  
5 Punjabi  
6 Gujarati  
7 Hindi  
8 Bengali  
9 Sylheti  
10 Cantonese  
11 Somali  
12 Tamil  
13 Turkish  
14 Kurdish  
15 Arabic  
16 Other (PLEASE WRITE IN) (Variable name=LNFO)

ASK LANW AND WESM IF LIVES IN WALES, (HQ.COUNTRY=2) AND SPEAKS WELSH TO FRIENDS (LANF=2), SINGLE RESPONSE

LANW
How often do you speak Welsh with your friends?

1 All of the time  
2 Some of the time  
3 Rarely

WESM
What language do you use with your friends on social networking or messaging sites or Apps on the internet such as Facebook, Twitter and WhatsApp?

1 Welsh only  
2 English only  
3 A mixture of Welsh and English

END FILTER
**ASK ALL, SINGLE RESPONSE**

(CFP7 [Handedness])

**HAND**

With which hand do you write best?

1. Right hand
2. Left hand
3. Either hand

SHOW ON SCREEN: You have come to the end of the questions asking About You.

Once you are sure you don’t want to change anything, please press ‘lock your answers’ to *continue to the next set of questions* about Your Family. Once you have pressed this you will not be able to go back and change your answers so far.
Family, Friends and Relationships module

<Your Family> section start point

DO NOT ASK RLQM TO GRSE IN A CARE HOME

DO NOT ASK ‘YOUR FAMILY’ (RLQM TO GRSE) WHEN INTERVIEWER ADMINSTERED

SHOW ON SCREEN: The next questions are about things that are more personal. Remember no-one in your family or the interviewer will see your answers and you can hide the screen at any time by pressing the button in the top right. If you come to a question that you don’t want to answer that’s ok. You can skip it and move to the next one.

ASK ALL, SINGLE RESPONSE
(PAR 5 [relationship with parents etc] [Adapted from MCS5 – NRQR - previously asked of parent – re-worded for child])

RLQM
The next few questions are about your relationship with your parents. Overall, how close would you say you are to your mother?

1 Not very close  
2 Fairly close  
3 Very close  
4 Extremely close  

5 I don’t have a mother/I am not in contact with my mother

ASK ALL, SINGLE RESPONSE

RLQF
Overall, how close would you say you are to your father?

1 Not very close  
2 Fairly close  
3 Very close  
4 Extremely close  

5 I don’t have a father/I am not in contact with my father

ASK QUAM IF RLQM <> I don’t have a mother (code 5), SINGLE RESPONSE
(PAR 6 [Relationship with parents etc])

QUAM
Most young people have occasional arguments with their parents. How often do you argue with your mother?

1 Most days  
2 More than once a week  
3 Less than once a week  
4 Hardly ever  
5 Never
ASK QUAF IF RLQF <> I don’t have a father (code 5), SINGLE RESPONSE

QUAF
Most young people have occasional arguments with their parents. How often do you argue with your father?

1 Most days
2 More than once a week
3 Less than once a week
4 Hardly ever
5 Never

ASK ALL, SINGLE RESPONSE
(PAR 11 [Relationship with parents etc])
OUTW
When you go out, how often do your parents know where you are going?

1 Always
2 Usually
3 Sometimes
4 Never

ASK ALL, SINGLE RESPONSE
(PAR 12 [Relationship with parents etc])
OTWI
When you go out, how often do your parents know who you are going out with?

1 Always
2 Usually
3 Sometimes
4 Never

ASK ALL, SINGLE RESPONSE
(PAR 13 [Relationship with parents etc])
OTWD
When you go out, how often do your parents know what you are doing?

1 Always
2 Usually
3 Sometimes
4 Never
{DISCIPLINE GRID}

ASK ALL, SINGLE RESPONSE, ASK AS GRID

If you have done something that you shouldn't have done, do your parents punish you in these ways?

Please select one answer on every row.

(PAR 15a [Relationship with parents etc])

DIST
Tell you off or shout at you?

(PAR 15c [Relationship with parents etc])

DISG
Ground you, stop you going out or stop you from seeing your friends?

(PAR 15f [Relationship with parents etc])

DISP
Punish you in some other way?

SCALE FOR DISCIPLINE GRID:

1  Yes
2  No

ASK IF RLQM DOES NOT = 5,(CODE 5 = DOES NOT HAVE MOTHER/MOTHER HAS DIED) SINGLE RESPONSE

MAAB
Does your natural mother live with you?

1  Yes
2  No

ASK IF MAAB = No (Code 2), SINGLE RESPONSE

(PAR 1 [Contact with absent parents] [Adapted from MCS5 – COPA - previously asked of parent – re-worded for child])

COMO
Do you have any contact now with your natural mother?

1  Yes
2  No

ASK IF COMO = Yes (Code 1), SINGLE RESPONSE

(PAR 2 [Contact with absent parents] [Adapted from MCS5 – SEOF – previously asked of parent – re-worded for child])

SEMA
How often do you see your natural mother?

1  Every day
2  5-6 times a week
3  3-4 times a week
4  Once or twice a week
5  Less often but at least once a month
6  Less often than once a month
7  In holiday times only
8  Never
ASK IF EVER SEES ABSENT MOTHER (SEMA = 1-7), SINGLE RESPONSE
(PAR 3 [Contact with absent parents])
STMA
How often do you stay overnight with your natural mother?

1. At least once or twice a week
2. Less often but at least once a month
3. Less often than once a month
4. In holiday times only
5. Never

ASK IF HAS CONTACT WITH ABSENT MOTHER (COMO = Yes (code 1)), SINGLE RESPONSE
(PAR 4 [Contact with absent parents])
PHMA
How often do you communicate with your natural mother – by phone, text message, email, Skype or though social media like Facebook?

1. Every day
2. 5-6 times a week
3. 3-4 times a week
4. Once or twice a week
5. Less often but at least once a month
6. Less often than once a month
7. Never

ASK IF RLQF DOES NOT = 5¹,(CODE 5 = DOES NOT HAVE FATHER/FATHER HAS DIED) SINGLE RESPONSE
PAAB
Does your natural father live with you?

1. Yes
2. No

ASK IF PAAB= No (Code 2), SINGLE RESPONSE
(PAR 1 [Contact with absent parents] [Adapted from MCS5 – COPA - previously asked of parent – re-worded for child])
COFA
Do you have any contact now with your natural father?

1. Yes
2. No

¹ Routing amended in Version 104, released on 13 July 2015. Previously the question was ASK ALL. NOTE: where RLQF = 5 → COFA, SEFA, STPA, PHPA will not subsequently appear
ASK IF COFA = Yes (Code 1), SINGLE RESPONSE  
(PAR 2 [Contact with absent parents] [Adapted from MCS5 – SEOF – previously asked of parent – re-worded for child])  
SEFA  
How often do you see your natural father?  

1  Every day  
2  5-6 times a week  
3  3-4 times a week  
4  Once or twice a week  
5  Less often but at least once a month  
6  Less often than once a month  
7  In holiday times only  
8  Never  

ASK IF EVER SEES ABSENT FATHER (SEFA = 1-7), SINGLE RESPONSE  
(PAR 3 [Contact with absent parents])  
STPA  
How often do you stay overnight with your natural father?  

1  At least once or twice a week  
2  Less often but at least once a month  
3  Less often than once a month  
4  In holiday times only  
5  Never  

ASK IF HAS CONTACT WITH ABSENT FATHER (COFA = Yes (code 1)), SINGLE RESPONSE  
(PAR 4 [Contact with absent parents])  
PHPA  
How often do you communicate with your natural father – by phone, text message, email, Skype or though social media like Facebook?  

1  Every day  
2  5-6 times a week  
3  3-4 times a week  
4  Once or twice a week  
5  Less often but at least once a month  
6  Less often than once a month  
7  Never
ASK ALL, SINGLE RESPONSE  
(PAR 19 [Relationship with parents etc] [MCS5 Main: GRSE adapted])  
GRSE  
How often do you see any of your grandparents?  
These can be any grandparents that don't live in the same home as you, including step or adoptive  

1. Every day or almost every day  
2. Several times a week  
3. Once or twice a week  
4. Once or twice a month  
5. Less often than once a month  
6. Not at all  
7. No grandparents alive/ None living elsewhere  

SHOW ON SCREEN: You have come to the end of the questions asking about Your Family.  
Once you are sure you don't want to change anything, please press 'lock your answers' to continue to the next set of questions about Your Friends. Once you have pressed this you will not be able to go back and change your answers so far.

<Your Family> section end point
ASK ALL, SINGLE RESPONSE

RRI 60 [Relationship with friends and brothers or sisters] [MCS6 Question tested Spring 2013]
NUFR
The next questions are about close friends. By close friends we mean other young people you feel at ease with or who you can talk to about things that are private. Do you have any close friends?

1 Yes
2 No

ASK IF HAS ANY CLOSE FRIENDS (NUFR = 1), SINGLE RESPONSE, (RRI 61 [Relationship with friends and brothers or sisters])
([Similar to MCS5 CI: Q 12] [MCS6 Question tested Spring 2013])
FRSM
How many of your close friends live in the same area as you? By the same area we mean within about a mile or 20 minute walk from your home.

1 All of them
2 Most of them
3 Some of them
4 None of them

ASK IF HAS ANY CLOSE FRIENDS (NUFR = 1), SINGLE RESPONSE, (RRI 62 [Relationship with friends and brothers or sisters] [MCS6 Question tested Spring 2013])
FRSS
How many of your close friends go to the same school as you?

1 All of them
2 Most of them
3 Some of them
4 None of them
ASK IF HAS ANY CLOSE FRIENDS (NUFR = 1), SINGLE RESPONSE
(RRI 63 [Relationship with friends and brothers or sisters] [MCS6Question tested Spring 2013])
FRBY
How many of your close friends are boys?

1 All of them
2 Most of them
3 Some of them
4 None of them

ASK IF HAS ANY CLOSE FRIENDS (NUFR = 1), SINGLE RESPONSE
(RRI 63 [Relationship with friends and brothers or sisters] [MCS6Question tested Spring 2013])
FRGL
How many of your close friends are girls?

1 All of them
2 Most of them
3 Some of them
4 None of them

ASK IF HAS ANY CLOSE FRIENDS (NUFR = 1), SINGLE RESPONSE
(RRI 64 [Relationship with friends and brothers or sisters] [Similar to MCS5 CI: Q15]
[Question tested Spring 2013])
FRTH
How many of your close friends are from the same ethnic group as you?

1 All of them
2 Most of them
3 Some of them
4 None of them

ASK IF HAS ANY CLOSE FRIENDS (NUFR = 1), SINGLE RESPONSE
(RRI 69b [Peer influence])
PEWH
How many of your close friends work hard at school?

1 All of them
2 Most of them
3 Some of them
4 None of them
5 Don’t know
ASK IF HAS ANY CLOSE FRIENDS (NUFR = 01), SINGLE RESPONSE
(RRI 69c [Peer influence])
PETR
How many of your close friends get into a lot of trouble at school?

1 All of them
2 Most of them
3 Some of them
4 None of them

5 Don’t know

ASK IF HAS ANY CLOSE FRIENDS (NUFR = 1), SINGLE RESPONSE
(RRI 67 [Relationship with friends and brothers or sisters])
STFR
When you are not at school, how often do you spend time with your close friends?

1 Most days
2 At least once a week
3 At least once month
4 Less often than once a month
5 Never

SHOW ON SCREEN: You have come to the end of the questions asking about Your Friends.

Once you are sure you don’t want to change anything, please press ‘lock your answers’ to continue to the next set of questions about Relationships. Once you have pressed this you will not be able to go back and change your answers so far.

<Your Friends> section end point
SHOW ON SCREEN: The next questions are about things that are more personal. Remember no-one in your family or the interviewer will see your answers and you can hide the screen at any time by pressing the button in the top right. If you come to a question that you don’t want to answer that’s ok. You can skip it and move to the next one.

**ASK ALL, MULTI RESPONSE**

*(PAR20 [Social Support] [MCS5 CI Q79 but with expanded response options]*)

What do you do if you are worried about something?

*Please select all the answers that apply.*

1. Keep it to myself  *(SINGLE CODE ONLY)*
2. Tell my parent(s)
3. Tell a brother or sister
4. Tell a friend or boyfriend/girlfriend
5. Tell another relative
6. Tell a teacher
7. Tell another adult

**{SOCIAL SUPPORT GRID}**

ASK ALL, SINGLE RESPONSE, ASK AS A GRID

*(PAR21 [Social Support]*)

In answering the following questions, think about your current relationships with friends, family members, community members, and so on. Please indicate to what extent each statement describes your current relationships with other people.

*Please select one answer on every row.*

**SAFF**
I have family and friends who help me feel safe, secure and happy.

**TRSS**
There is someone I trust whom I would turn to for advice if I were having problems.

**NCLS**
There is no one I feel close to.

**RESPONSES FOR SOCIAL SUPPORT GRID:**

1. Very true
2. Partly true
3. Not true at all
SHOW ON SCREEN: The next questions are about things that not all young people your age will have done. That’s ok – we’re just as interested in what people haven’t done as well as what they have. It’s important that you answer honestly.

**ASK ALL, SINGLE RESPONSE**
*(RRI52 [Romantic/sexual relationships])*

**BGFR**
Have you got a boyfriend or girlfriend?

1. Yes
2. No

**ASK ALL, SINGLE RESPONSE**
*(RRI52a [Romantic/sexual relationships])*

**ROMG**
Have you ever been attracted to a female?

1. Yes
2. No

**ASK ALL, SINGLE RESPONSE**
*(RRI52b [Romantic/sexual relationships])*

**ROMB**
Have you ever been attracted to a male?

1. Yes
2. No

**ASK ALL, SINGLE RESPONSE**
*(RRI53a [Romantic/sexual relationships])*

**HHND**
In the last 12 months have you held hands with another young person?

1. Yes
2. No

**ASK ALL, SINGLE RESPONSE**
*(RRI53b [Romantic/sexual relationships])*

**KISS**
In the last 12 months have you kissed or been kissed by another young person on the mouth?

1. Yes
2. No
ASK ALL, SINGLE RESPONSE  
(RRI53d [Romantic/sexual relationships])  
CDDL  
In the last 12 months have you cuddled together with another young person?  

1 Yes  
2 No

ASK IF HAS BEEN KISSED, HAS KISSED ANOTHER OR CUDDLED, KISS = yes (code 1) or CDDL = yes (code 1), SINGLE RESPONSE 

(RRI53e [Romantic/sexual relationships])  
TUCH  
In the last 12 months has another young person put his/her hands under your clothing to touch you?  

1 Yes  
2 No

ASK IF HAS BEEN KISSED, HAS KISSED ANOTHER OR CUDDLED, KISS = yes (code 1) or CDDL = yes (code 1), SINGLE RESPONSE 
(RRI53f [Romantic/sexual relationships])  
TCHO  
In the last 12 months have you put your hands under another young person’s clothing to touch him/her?  

1 Yes  
2 No

ASK IF HAS TOUCHED OR BEEN TOUCHED UNDER CLOTHING TUCH = yes (CODE=1) OR TCHO = yes (CODE=1), SINGLE RESPONSE 
(RRI53g [Romantic/sexual relationships])  
TCHP  
In the last 12 months have you touched or fondled another young person’s private parts?  

1 Yes  
2 No

ASK IF HAS TOUCHED OR BEEN TOUCHED UNDER CLOTHING TUCH = yes (CODE=1) OR TCHO = yes (CODE=1), SINGLE RESPONSE 
(RRI53h [Romantic/sexual relationships])  
TCOP  
In the last 12 months has another young person touched or fondled your private parts?  

1 Yes  
2 No

ASK IF HAS FONDLED OR BEEN FONDLED, TCHP = yes (CODE=1) OR TCOP = yes (CODE=1), SINGLE RESPONSE 
(RRI53i [Romantic/sexual relationships])  
ORAL  
In the last 12 months have you performed oral sex on another young person?  

1 Yes  
2 No
ASK IF HAS FONDLED OR BEEN FONDLED, TCHP = yes (CODE=1) OR TCOP = yes (CODE=1), SINGLE RESPONSE (RRI53j [Romantic/sexual relationships])

ORLO
In the last 12 months has another young person performed oral sex on you?

1  Yes
2  No

ASK IF HAS FONDLED OR BEEN FONDLED, TCHP = yes (CODE=1) OR TCOP = yes (CODE=1), SINGLE RESPONSE (RRI53k [Romantic/sexual relationships])

SEXX
In the last 12 months have you had sexual intercourse with another young person?

1  Yes
2  No

ASK IF HAS HAD SEX, SEXX = yes (code 1), SINGLE RESPONSE (RRI53l [Romantic/sexual relationships])

CONP
The last time you had sex which of the following did you do?

1  Used a condom
2  Used another form of contraceptive
3  Did not use any contraception

SHOW ON SCREEN: You have come to the end of the questions asking about Relationships.

Once you are sure you don’t want to change anything, please press ‘lock your answers’ to continue to the next set of questions about Things You May Have Tried. Once you have pressed this you will not be able to go back and change your answers so far.
Victimisation and Risky Behaviours module

<Things You May Have Tried> section start point

**DO NOT ASK ‘THINGS YOU MAY HAVE TRIED’ (SMOK TO GAMJ) WHEN INTERVIEWER ADMINISTERED**

SHOW ON SCREEN: The next questions are about things that not all young people your age will have done. That’s ok – we’re just as interested in what people haven’t done as well as what they have. It’s important that you answer honestly.

**ASK ALL, SINGLE RESPONSE**

(RRI 22 [Alcohol/smoking drugs])

**SMOK**

Please read the following statements carefully and decide which one best describes you. Do not include electronic cigarettes (e-cigarettes).

1. I have never smoked cigarettes
2. I have only ever tried smoking cigarettes once
3. I used to smoke sometimes but I never smoke a cigarette now
4. I sometimes smoke cigarettes now but I don’t smoke as many as one a week
5. I usually smoke between one and six cigarettes a week
6. I usually smoke more than six cigarettes a week

**ASK AGSM IF SMOK = has ever smoked (codes 2-6), AGE IN YEARS**

(RRI 23 [alcohol/smoking/drugs])

**AGSM**

How old were you when you first tried smoking a cigarette, even if it was only a puff or two?

Please enter the age you were when you first tried a cigarette

I was ___ years old
RANGE: 0 ..15

END FILTER (ASK IF has ever smoked (SMOK=codes 2-6))

**ASK ALL, SINGLE REPONSE**

**ECIG**

Please read the following statement carefully and decide which one best describes you.

1. I’ve never used or tried electronic cigarettes (e-cigarettes)
2. I have used e-cigarettes but don’t at all now
3. I now smoke e-cigarettes occasionally but not every day
4. I smoke e-cigarettes every day

---

12 Range amended in Version 104, released on 13 July 2015. Prior to this the range was 0-14
ASK ALL, SINGLE RESPONSE
(RRI 24 [Alcohol/smoking/drugs] [MCS5 CI Q57])
SMFR
How many of your friends smoke cigarettes? Do not include electronic cigarettes (e-cigarettes).

1. None of them
2. Some of them
3. Most of them
4. All of them
5. Don’t know

ASK ALL, SINGLE RESPONSE
(RRI 10 [Alcohol/smoking/drugs] [MCS5 CI –Qs60-67])
ALCD
Have you ever had an alcoholic drink? That is more than a few sips.

1. Yes
2. No

ASK IF ALCD = yes (code 1), AGE IN YEARS
(RRI 11 [Alcohol/smoking/drugs] [MCS5 CI –Qs60-67])
ALAG
How old were you where you first had an alcoholic drink?
Please enter the age you were when you first had an alcoholic drink

I was __ years old
RANGE: 0 ..15

ASK IF ALCD = yes (code 1), SINGLE RESPONSE
(RRI 12 [Alcohol/smoking/drugs] [MCS5 CI –Qs60-67])
ALCN
How many times have you had an alcoholic drink in the last 12 months?

1. Never
2. 1-2 times
3. 3-5 times
4. 6-9 times
5. 10-19 times
6. 20-39 times
7. 40 or more times

ASK IF ALCN = once or more (codes 2-7), SINGLE RESPONSE
(RRI 13 [Alcohol/smoking/drugs] [MCS5 CI –Qs60-67])
ALNF
How many times have you had an alcoholic drink in the last 4 weeks?

1. Never
2. 1-2 times
3. 3-5 times
4. 6-9 times
5. 10-19 times
6. 20-39 times

---

13 Range amended in Version 104, released on 13 July 2015. Prior to this range was 0-14
7 40 or more times

END FILTER (ASK IF ALCN <> Never (code 1))

ASK IF ALCD= yes (code 1), SINGLE RESPONSE

(RRI 16 [Alcohol/smoking/drugs] [MCS5 CI –Qs60-67])

ALFV
Have you ever had five or more alcoholic drinks at a time? A drink is half a pint of lager, beer or cider, one alcopop, a small glass of wine, or a measure of spirits.

1 Yes
2 No

ASK IF ALFV = yes (code 1), AGE IN YEARS

(RRI 17 [Alcohol/smoking/drugs] [MCS5 CI –Qs60-67])

AGFV
How old were you when you first had five or more alcoholic drinks at a time?
Please enter the age you were when you first had five or more alcoholic drinks

I was ___ years old
RANGE: 0 ..15

ASK IF ALFV=yes (code 1), SINGLE RESPONSE

(RRI 18 [Alcohol/smoking/drugs] [MCS5 CI Q68 –adapted])

ALFN
How many times have you had five or more alcoholic drinks at a time in the last 12 months?

1 Never
2 1-2 times
3 3-5 times
4 6-9 times
5 10 or more times

END FILTER (ASK IF ALFV = yes (code 1))
END FILTER (ASK IF ALCD = yes (code 1))

ASK ALL, SINGLE RESPONSE

(RRI 21 [Alcohol/smoking/drugs] [MCS5 CI Q59])

DRFN
How many of your friends drink alcohol?

1 None of them
2 Some of them
3 Most of them
4 All of them
5 Don't know

---

14 Range amended in Version 104, released on 13 July 2015. Prior to this the range was 0-14
{DRUG GRID}
ASK ALL CANB-OTDR, SINGLE RESPONSE, ASK AS A GRID
(RRI 25 [Alcohol/smoking/drugs])
Have you ever tried any of the following things?

Please select one answer on every row.

**CANB** Cannabis (also known as weed, marijuana, dope, hash or skunk)?

**OTDR** Any other illegal drug (such as ecstasy, cocaine, speed)?

SCALE FOR DRUG GRID:

1 Yes
2 No

ASK IF CANB=Yes (code1), SINGLE RESPONSE
(RRI 27 [Alcohol/smoking/drugs])

**CANO**
How many times have you used or smoked cannabis or weed?

1 Once or twice
2 Three or four times
3 Five to ten times
4 More than ten times

END FILTER (ASK IF CANB=Yes (code1))

ASK ALL, SINGLE RESPONSE
(RRI 30 [Alcohol/smoking/drugs])

**DRFR**
Do any of your friends take cannabis (weed) or any other illegal drugs?

1 None of them
2 Some of them
3 Most of them
4 All of them
5 Don’t know
{GAMBLING GRID}
ASK ALL GAMA-GAMJ, SINGLE RESPONSE, ASK AS GRID
(RRI 44 [Gambling])

Have you spent any of YOUR OWN money on any of the following in the past 4 weeks?

We want to know about games you played yourself.

Please select one answer on every row

GAMA Fruit machines?
GMBL Placing a private bet for money (e.g. with friends)?
GAEM Placing a bet at a betting shop (e.g. on football or horseracing)?
GAMJ Any other gambling?

SCALE FOR GAMBLING GRID:
1 Yes
2 No

SHOW ON SCREEN: You have come to the end of the questions asking about Things You May Have Tried.

Once you are sure you don’t want to change anything, please press ‘lock your answers’ to continue to the next set of questions about Things You May Have Experienced. Once you have pressed this you will not be able to go back and change your answers so far.

<Things You May Have Tried> section end point
DO NOT ASK ‘THINGS YOU MAY HAVE EXPERIENCED’ (BULB TO VICF) WHEN INTERVIEWER ADMINISTERED

SHOW ON SCREEN: The next questions are about things that are more personal. Remember no-one in your family or the interviewer will see your answers and you can hide the screen at any time by pressing the button in the top right. If you come to a question that you don’t want to answer that’s ok. You can skip it and move to the next one.

The next questions are about things that not all young people your age will have done. That’s ok – we’re just as interested in what people haven’t done as well as what they have. It’s important that you answer honestly.

DO NOT ASK BULB TO BULP IN A CARE HOME

ASK ALL, SINGLE RESPONSE
(RRI54 [Bullying and cyber bullying] [MCS5 Cl Q53])
BULB
How often do your brothers or sisters hurt you or pick on you on purpose?

1 Most days
2 About once a week
3 About once a month
4 Every few months
5 Less often
6 Never

----------------------------------------------------------------------
7 Don’t have brothers or sisters

ASK IF INDICATES HAS BROTHERS/SISTERS (BULB = 1-6), SINGLE RESPONSE
(RRI55 [Bullying and cyber bullying] [MCS5 Cl Q54])
BULP
How often do you hurt or pick on your brothers or sisters on purpose?

1 Most days
2 About once a week
3 About once a month
4 Every few months
5 Less often
6 Never

----------------------------------------------------------------------
7 Don’t have brothers or sisters

END FILTER (ASK IF BULB = 1-6)
ASK ALL, SINGLE RESPONSE
(RRI56 [Bullying and cyber bullying] [MCS5 CI Q55])
HURT
How often do other children hurt you or pick on you on purpose?

1. Most days
2. About once a week
3. About once a month
4. Every few months
5. Less often
6. Never

ASK ALL, SINGLE RESPONSE
(RRI57 [Bullying and cyber bullying] [MCS5 CI Q56])
PCKP
How often do you hurt or pick on other children on purpose?

1. Most days
2. About once a week
3. About once a month
4. Every few months
5. Less often
6. Never

ASK ALL, SINGLE RESPONSE
(RRI58 [Bullying and cyber bullying])
CYBU
How often have other children sent you unwanted or nasty emails, texts or messages or posted something nasty about you on a website?

1. Most days
2. About once a week
3. About once a month
4. Every few months
5. Less often
6. Never

ASK ALL, SINGLE RESPONSE
(RRI59 [Bullying and cyber bullying])
CYBO
How often have you sent unwanted or nasty emails, texts or messages or posted something nasty about other children on a website?

1. Most days
2. About once a week
3. About once a month
4. Every few months
5. Less often
6. Never
In the past 12 months has anyone done any of these things to you?

**Please select one answer on every row.**

**VICG** Insulted you, called you names, threatened or shouted at you in a public place, at school or anywhere else?

**VICA** Been physically violent towards you, e.g. pushed, shoved, hit, slapped or punched you?

**VICC** Hit you with or used a weapon against you?

**VICE** Stolen something from you. e.g. a mobile phone, money etc.?

**VICF** Made an unwelcome sexual approach to you or assaulted you sexually?

**SCALE FOR VICTIMISATION GRID:**

1. Yes
2. No

SHOW ON SCREEN: You have come to the end of the questions asking about Things You May Have Experienced.

Once you are sure you don’t want to change anything, please press ‘lock your answers’ to continue to the next set of questions about Things You May Have Done. Once you have pressed this you will not be able to go back and change your answers so far.
SHOW ON SCREEN: The next questions are about things that not all young people your age will have done. That’s ok – we’re just as interested in what people haven’t done as well as what they have. It’s important that you answer honestly.

ASK ALL, SINGLE RESPONSE
(RRI 8 [Independence])
STNT
In the past month, how many times have you stayed out after 9.00pm at night without your parents knowing where you were?

1  Never
2  1-2 times
3  3-9 times
4  10 or more times

ASK ALL, SINGLE RESPONSE
(RRI 9a [Independence])
AWNT
In the last 12 months did you ever stay away over night without your parents knowing where you were?

1  No never
2  Yes, once or a few times
3  Yes, lots of times

ASK ALL, SINGLE RESPONSE
(RRI 32 [Anti-social behaviour/street gangs/cyber-crime/contact with the CJS] [MCS5:CI Q25])
RUDE
In the last 12 months have you been noisy or rude in a public place so that people complained or got you into trouble?

1  Yes
2  No
**ASK IF RUDE = yes (code 1), NUMBER OF TIMES**

**RUDN**
(RRI 33 [Anti-social behaviour/street gangs/cyber-crime/contact with the CJS])
How many times in the past year?

ENTER NUMBER:
RANGE: 1 .. 300
VALIDATION: IF RUDN > 20 USE A SOFT CHECK “You have said that you have been noisy or rude in a public place so that people complained or got you into trouble [{^RUDN}] times in the past year, is this correct? Yes/No”

**END FILTER (ASK IF RUDE = yes (code 1))**

**ASK ALL, SINGLE RESPONSE**
(RRI 34 [Anti-social behaviour/street gangs/cyber-crime/contact with the CJS] [MCS5:CI Q26])

**STOL**
In the last 12 months have you taken something from a shop without paying for it?

1  Yes
2  No

**ASK IF STOL=yes (CODE 1), NUMBER OF TIMES**
(RRI 35 [Anti-social behaviour/street gangs/cyber-crime/contact with the CJS])

**STON**
How many times in the past year?

ENTER NUMBER:
RANGE: 1 .. 300

VALIDATION: IF STON > 20 USE A SOFT CHECK “You have said that you have taken something from a shop without paying for it [{^STON}] times in the past year, is this correct? Yes/No”

**END FILTER (ASK IF STOL = yes (CODE 1))**

**ASK ALL, SINGLE RESPONSE**
(RRI 36 [Anti-social behaviour/street gangs/cyber-crime/contact with the CJS] [MCS5:CI Q27])

**SPRY**
In the last 12 months have you written things or spray painted on a building, fence or train or anywhere else where you shouldn’t have?

1  Yes
2  No
ASK IF SPRY = yes (CODE=1), NUMBER OF TIMES
(RRI 37 [Anti-social behaviour/street gangs/cyber-crime/contact with the CJS])
SPRN
How many times in the past year?

ENTER NUMBER:
RANGE: 1 .. 300
VALIDATION: IF SPRN > 20 USE A SOFT CHECK “You have said that you have written things or spray painted on a building, fence or train or anywhere else where you shouldn’t have[^SPRN] times in the past year, is this correct? Yes/No”
END FILTER (ASK IF SPRY = yes (CODE1))

ASK ALL, SINGLE RESPONSE
(RRI 38 [Anti-social behaviour/street gangs/cyber-crime/contact with the CJS]
[MCS5:CI Q28])
DAMG
In the last 12 months have you on purpose damaged anything in a public place that didn’t belong to you, for example by burning, smashing or breaking things like cars, bus shelters and rubbish bins?
   1  Yes
   2  No

ASK IF DAMG = yes (code 1,) NUMBER OF TIMES
(RRI 39 [Anti-social behaviour/street gangs/cyber-crime/contact with the CJS])
DAMN
How many times in the past year?

ENTER NUMBER:
RANGE: 1 .. 300
VALIDATION: IF DAMN > 20 USE A SOFT CHECK “You have said that you have on purpose damaged anything in a public place that didn’t belong to you[^DAMN] times in the past year, is this correct? Yes/No”
END FILTER (ASK IF DAMN = yes (code 1))

ASK ALL, SINGLE RESPONSE
(RRI 40 [Anti-social behaviour/street gangs/cyber-crime/contact with the CJS])
KNIF
Have you ever carried a knife or other weapon for your own protection because someone else asked you to or in case you get into a fight?
   1  Yes
   2  No

ASK ALL, SINGLE RESPONSE
(RRI 41 [Anti-social behaviour/street gangs/cyber-crime/contact with the CJS])
ROBH
Have you ever gone into someone’s home without their permission because you wanted to steal or damage something?
   1  Yes
   2  No
MCS6 Young Person Questionnaire

{ASBO GRID}
(RRI 42 [Anti-social behaviour/street gangs/cyber-crime/contact with the CJS])
ASK ALL, HIT-SLN, SINGLE RESPONSE, ASK AS GRID
In the last 12 months have you done any of the following things?

Please select one answer on every row.

HITT Pushed or shoved/hit/slapped/punched someone?

WEPN Used or hit someone with a weapon?

STLN Stolen something from someone. e.g. a mobile phone, money etc.?

SCALE FOR ASBO GRID:
  1  Yes
  2  No

ASK ALL, SINGLE RESPONSE
(RRI 43 [Anti-social behaviour/street gangs/cyber-crime/contact with the CJS])
POLS
Have you ever been stopped and questioned by the police?

  1  Yes
  2  No

ASK ALL, SINGLE RESPONSE
(RRI 43 [Anti-social behaviour/street gangs/cyber-crime/contact with the CJS])
CAUT
Have you ever been given a formal warning or caution by a police officer?

  1  Yes
  2  No

ASK ALL, SINGLE RESPONSE
(RRI 43 [Anti-social behaviour/street gangs/cyber-crime/contact with the CJS])
ARES
Have you ever been arrested by a police officer and taken to a police station?

  1  Yes
  2  No

ASK ALL, SINGLE RESPONSE
(RRI 80 – New [Anti-social behaviour/street gangs/cyber-crime/contact with the CJS])
GANG
Are you a member of a street gang?

By a street gang, we mean groups of young people who hang around together and: have a specific area or territory; have a name, a colour or something else to identify the group; possibly have rules or a leader; who may commit crimes together.

  1  Yes
  2  No
  3  I used to be a member but am not any more
ASK ALL, SINGLE RESPONSE  
(RRI 81 – New [Anti-social behaviour/street gangs/cyber-crime/contact with the CJS])
HACK
In the last 12 months have you accessed, or hacked into, someone else’s computer, e-mail or social networking account without their permission?

1. Yes
2. No

ASK IF HACK = Yes (code 1), NUMBER OF TIMES  
(RRI 82 – New [Anti-social behaviour/street gangs/cyber-crime/contact with the CJS])
HAKN
How many times in past year?
ENTER NUMBER
RANGE: 1..200
END FILTER (If HACK = Yes (code 1))
VALIDATION: IF HAKN > 20 USE A SOFT CHECK “You have said that you have accessed, or hacked into, someone else’s computer, e-mail or social networking account without their permission [*HAKN] times in the past year, is this correct? Yes/No”

ASK ALL, SINGLE RESPONSE  
(RRI 83 – New [Anti-social behaviour/street gangs/cyber-crime/contact with the CJS])
VIRS
In the last 12 months have you used the internet to send viruses, or other harmful software, to deliberately damage or infect other computers?

1. Yes
2. No

ASK IF VIRS=Yes (code 1), NUMBER OF TIMES  
(RRI 84 – New [Anti-social behaviour/street gangs/cyber-crime/contact with the CJS])
VIRN
How many times in past year?
RANGE: 1..300
VALIDATION: IF VIRN > 20 USE A SOFT CHECK “You have said that you have used the internet to send viruses, or other harmful software, to deliberately damage or infect other computers [*VIRN] times in the past year, is this correct? Yes/No”
END FILTER (If VIRS = Yes (code 1))

SHOW ON SCREEN: You have come to the end of the questions asking about Things You May Have Done.

Once you are sure you don’t want to change anything, please press ‘lock your answers’ to continue to the next set of questions about Your Health. Once you have pressed this you will not be able to go back and change your answers so far.

<Things You May Have Done> section end point
Health module

<Your Health> section start point

ASK ALL, SINGLE RESPONSE (HEA12 [food and drink] now ECI Q1)
BRKN
How often do you eat breakfast over a week?

1 Never
2 Some days, but not all days
3 Every day

ASK ALL, SINGLE RESPONSE (ECI Q2)
FRUT
How often do you eat at least 2 portions of fruit per day? A portion of fruit could be a whole piece of fruit, like an apple or banana or 80g of fruit (like in a fruit salad) but does not include fruit juices.

1 Never
2 Some days, but not all days
3 Every day

ASK ALL, SINGLE RESPONSE (ECI Q3)
VEGI
How often do you eat at least 2 portions of vegetables including salad, fresh, frozen or tinned vegetables per day?

A portion is 3 heaped tablespoons of cooked vegetables or beans /pulses or a handful of cherry tomatoes or a small bowl of salad. It does not include potatoes.

1 Never
2 Some days, but not all days
3 Every day

ASK ALL, SINGLE RESPONSE (ECI Q3)
BRED
Which type of bread do you normally eat?

1 I only eat white bread
2 I sometimes eat white bread, sometimes I eat brown or granary or wholemeal bread (including 50:50 bread)
3 I only eat brown/granary bread (including 50:50 bread)
4 I sometimes eat brown/granary bread (including 50:50 bread), sometimes I eat wholemeal bread
5 I only eat wholemeal bread
6 I never eat bread
ASK ALL, SINGLE RESPONSE  
(ECI Q4)  
Milk  
Which type of milk do you usually have?

1 I only have whole milk  
2 I sometimes have whole milk, sometimes I have semi-skimmed or skimmed milk  
3 I only have semi-skimmed milk  
4 I sometimes have semi-skimmed, sometimes I have skimmed milk  
5 I only have skimmed milk  
6 I only have 1% fat milk  
7 I have soya milk or other non-cow milk  
8 I never have milk

ASK ALL, SINGLE RESPONSE  
(HEA15 [food and drink] [MCS5 Main: ASWD adapted])  
ASWD  
How often, if at all, do you drink diet drinks or sugar free drinks like diet cola or sugar-free squash?

1 More than once a day  
2 Once a day  
3 3-6 days a week  
4 1-2 days a week  
5 Less often but at least once a month  
6 Less than once a month  
7 Hardly ever or never

ASK ALL, SINGLE RESPONSE  
(HEA14 [MCS5 Main: SWTD adapted])  
SWTD  
How often, if at all, do you drink sugary drinks like regular cola or squash?

1 More than once a day  
2 Once a day  
3 3-6 days a week  
4 1-2 days a week  
5 Less often but at least once a month  
6 Less than once a month  
7 Hardly ever or never

ASK ALL, SINGLE RESPONSE  
(HEA16 [food and drink])  
TKWY  
How often, if at all, do you eat fast food such as McDonalds, Burger King, KFC or other fast food like that?

1 More than once a day  
2 Once a day  
3 3-6 days a week  
4 1-2 days a week  
5 Less often but at least once a month  
6 Less than once a month  
7 Never
ASK ALL, SINGLE RESPONSE
(HEA1 [Health] [MCS5 Main: CGHE adapted])
CGHE
How would you describe your health generally?
1 Excellent
2 Very good
3 Good
4 Fair
5 Poor

ASK ALL, SINGLE RESPONSE
(HEA3 [Eyesight])
GLAS
Do you wear glasses or contact lenses?
1 Yes
2 No

ASK EYEG IF GLAS = no (code 2), SINGLE RESPONSE
(HEA2 [Eyesight])
EYEG
Do you have any difficulty seeing?
1 Yes
2 No

ASK YGLS IF GLAS = yes (code 1) or EYEG = yes (code 1), SINGLE RESPONSE
(HEA4 [Eyesight])
YGLS
Which of these \[do you wear glasses or contact lenses for\]¹⁵ \[best describes your difficulty seeing\]¹⁶?
1 Reading, computer, close work
2 Seeing long distance
3 Both reading and seeing long distance

ASK ALL, SINGLE RESPONSE
(HEA6 [hearing])
HEAR
Do you have any difficulty hearing or use a hearing aid, including if you cannot hear at all?
1 Yes
2 No

---

¹⁵ IF wears glasses or contact lenses [GLAS=1] *textfill='do you wear your glasses or contact lenses for’
¹⁶ IF has difficulty seeing [EYE=1] *textfill='best describes your difficulty seeing’
ASK HAID IF HEAR = yes (code 1), SINGLE RESPONSE (HEA7 [hearing])
HAID
Do you use a hearing aid or any other aid to hearing?
  1  Yes
  2  No

ASK EARD IF HEAR = yes (code 1), SINGLE RESPONSE (HEA8 [Hearing])
EARD
How would you describe your difficulty hearing [^with your hearing aid or other aid to hearing ]17?
  1  No difficulty
  2  Mild difficulty
  3  Moderate difficulty
  4  Severe difficulty
  5  Cannot hear

ASK ALL, SINGLE RESPONSE (HEA9 [Dental health] [MCS5 Main: DENY adapted])
DENY
Have you been to a dentist in the last 12 months?
  1  Yes
  2  No

ASK ALL, SINGLE RESPONSE (HEA10 [Dental health] [MCS5 Main: BRSH adapted])
BRSH
How often do you brush your teeth?
  1  Twice a day or more
  2  Once a day
  3  At least once a week but not daily
  4  Less than once a week
  5  Never

ASK ALL, SINGLE RESPONSE
17 IF wears hearing aid [HAID=1] **textfill**='with your hearing aid'
**(HEA40 [Sleep])**
**SLWK**
About what time do you usually go to sleep on a school night?

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Before 9 pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>9 - 9:59 pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>10 - 10:59 pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>11 - midnight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>After midnight</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ASK ALL, SINGLE RESPONSE**

**(HEA41 [Sleep])**
**WUWK**
About what time do you usually wake up in the morning on a school day?

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Before 6 am</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>6 - 6:59 am</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>7 - 7:59 am</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>8 - 8:59 am</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>After 9 am</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ASK ALL, SINGLE RESPONSE**

**(HEA42 [Sleep])**
**SLWE**
About what time do you usually go to sleep on the nights when you do not have school the next day?

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Before 9 pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>9 - 9:59 pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>10 - 10:59 pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>11 - midnight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>After midnight</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ASK ALL, SINGLE RESPONSE**

**(HEA43 [Sleep])**
**WUWE**
About what time do you wake up in the morning on the days when you do not have school?

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Before 8 am</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>8 - 8:59 am</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>9 - 9:59 am</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>10 - 10:59 am</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>11 - 11:59 am</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>After Midday</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ASK ALL, SINGLE RESPONSE  
(HEA44 [Sleep])  
SLLN  
During the last four weeks, how long did it usually take for you to fall asleep?

1  0-15 minutes  
2  16-30 minutes  
3  31-45 minutes  
4  46-60 minutes  
5  More than 60 minutes

ASK ALL, SINGLE RESPONSE  
(HEA45 [Sleep])  
SLTR  
During the last four weeks, how often did you awaken during your sleep time and have trouble falling back to sleep again?

1  All of the time  
2  Most of the time  
3  A good bit of the time  
4  Some of the time  
5  A little of the time  
6  None of the time

SHOW ON SCREEN. You have come to the end of the questions asking about Your Health.

Once you are sure you don’t want to change anything, please press ‘lock your answers’ to continue to the next set of questions about Your Body. Once you have pressed this you will not be able to go back and change your answers so far.

< Your Health> section end point
The next questions are about things that are more personal. Remember no-one in your family or the interviewer will see your answers and you can hide the screen at any time by pressing the button in the top right. If you come to a question that you don’t want to answer that’s ok. You can skip it and move to the next one.

**ASK ALL, SINGLE RESPONSE**  
*HEA 17 [Body image and dieting]*)  
**WEGT**  
Which of these do you think you are?

1. Underweight  
2. About the right weight  
3. Slightly overweight  
4. Very overweight

**ASK ALL, SINGLE RESPONSE**  
*HEA 18 [Body image and dieting]*)  
**EXWT**  
Have you ever exercised to lose weight or to avoid gaining weight?

1. Yes  
2. No

**ASK ALL, SINGLE RESPONSE**  
*HEA 19 [Body image and dieting]*)  
**ETLS**  
Have you ever eaten less food, fewer calories, or foods low in fat to lose weight or to avoid gaining weight?

1. Yes  
2. No

**ASK ALL, SINGLE RESPONSE**  
*HEA 21 [Body image and dieting]*)  
**LSWT**  
Which of the following are you trying to do about your weight?

1. Lose weight  
2. Gain weight  
3. Stay the same weight  
4. I am not trying to do anything about my weight
The next questions are about changes that may be happening to your body as you get older. These changes normally happen to different young people at different ages.

**ASK ALL, SINGLE RESPONSE**  
(HEA 22 [Puberty] [MCS 5 PUH - adapted])  
**PUH**  
First we’d like to ask you about your growth spurt. By “growth spurt” we mean a rapid increase in your height.

Most children have a **growth spurt** as they approach and during their teens. How would you describe your **growth spurt**?

1. My growth spurt has not yet begun  
2. My growth spurt has barely started  
3. My growth spurt has definitely started  
4. My growth spurt seems completed

**ASK ALL, SINGLE RESPONSE**  
(HEA 23 [Puberty] [MCS 5 PUBH - adapted])  
**PUBH**  
How about the growth of your body hair? By “**Body hair**” we mean hair any place other than your head or face, such as under your arms.

How would you describe the growth of your **body hair**?

1. My body hair has not yet begun to grow  
2. My body hair has barely started to grow  
3. My body hair has definitely started to grow  
4. My body hair growth seems completed

**ASK ALL, SINGLE RESPONSE**  
HEA 24 [Puberty] [MCS 5 PUSK - adapted]  
**PUSK**  
How about any changes to your skin such as spots?

How would you describe the changes to your skin?

1. My skin has not yet started changing  
2. My skin has barely started changing  
3. My skin has definitely started changing  
4. My skin changes seem completed
ASK PUVC IF Cohort child is a boy [FEED FORWARD FROM HOUSEHOLD GRID HQ.BSEX=1 ] SINGLE RESPONSE
(HEA 25 [Puberty] [MCS5 PUVC adapted])
PUVC
How about your voice getting deeper?

How would you describe your voice?

1. My voice has not yet started getting deeper
2. My voice has barely started getting deeper
3. My voice has definitely started getting deeper
4. My voice change seems completed

ASK PUFH IF Cohort child is a boy [FEED FORWARD FROM HOUSEHOLD GRID HQ.
BSEX=1 ] SINGLE RESPONSE
(HEA 26 [Puberty][ MCS5 PUFH adapted])
PUFH
How about the growth of your facial hair? By facial hair we mean hair on your face, such as on your top lip or chin?

How would you describe the growth of your facial hair?

1. My facial hair has not yet started to grow
2. My facial hair has barely started to grow
3. My facial hair has definitely started to grow
4. My facial hair growth seems completed

ASK IF Cohort child is a GIRL [FEED FORWARD FROM HOUSEHOLD GRID HQ. BSEX=2] SINGLE RESPONSE
HEA 27 [Puberty] [MCS5 PUBR adapted]
PUBR
How about the growth of your breasts?

How would you describe the growth of your breasts?

1. My breasts have not yet started to grow
2. My breasts have barely started to grow
3. My breasts have definitely started to grow
4. My breast growth seems completed

(ASK IF Cohort child is a GIRL) [FEED FORWARD FROM HOUSEHOLD GRID HQ. BSEX=2] SINGLE RESPONSE
(HEA 28 [MCS5 PUMN adapted])
PUMN
Have you started your periods?

1. Yes
2. No
ASK AGMN IF PUMN = YES (Code=1), SINGLE RESPONSE
(HEA 29 [Puberty] [MCS5 AGMN adapted])
AGMN
How old were you when you had your first period?

Please enter your age in years

AGE IN YEARS

RANGE 7-15
END FILTER (ASK IF HEA 28 = yes)
END FILTER (ASK IF FF cohort child is a girl)

SHOW ON SCREEN. You have come to the end of the questions asking about Your Body.

Once you are sure you don’t want to change anything, please press ‘lock your answers’ to continue to the next set of questions about How You Feel. Once you have pressed this you will not be able to go back and change your answers so far.

< Your Body> section end point

---

18 Range amended in Version 104, released on 13 July 2015. Prior to this the range was 7-14
The next questions are about things that are more personal. Remember no-one in your family or the interviewer will see your answers and you can hide the screen at any time by pressing the button in the top right. If you come to a question that you don’t want to answer that’s ok. You can skip it and move to the next one.

**{WELLBEING GRID – EACH STATEMENT APPEARS ON A NEW SCREEN}**

**ASK ALL, SINGLE RESPONSE**

(HEA30 Intro [Wellbeing])

On a scale of 1 to 7 where ‘1’ means completely happy and ‘7’ means not at all happy, how do you feel about the following parts of your life?

(HEA30a [wellbeing] [MCS5 CI Q10])

SCWK Your school work?

(HEA30b [wellbeing] [MCS5 CI Q 10])

WYLK The way you look?

(HEA30c [wellbeing] [MCS5 CI Q 10])

FMLY Your family?

(HEA30d [wellbeing] [MCS5 CI Q 10])

FRNS Your friends?

(HEA30e [wellbeing] [MCS5 CI Q 10])

SCHL The school you go to?

(HEA30f [wellbeing] [MCS5 CI Q 10])

LIFE Your life as a whole?

**SCALE FOR WELLBEING GRID:**

- Scale: 1-7
- 1: Completely happy
- 7: Not at all happy
**ROSENBERG GRID**

*ASK ALL, SINGLE RESPONSE, ASK AS GRID*

How much do you agree or disagree with the following statements about you?

*Please select one answer on every row.*

(HEA31a [wellbeing] [MCS5 CI Q 11a])
SATI On the whole, I am satisfied with myself

(HEA31b [wellbeing] [MCS5 CI Q 11b])
GDQL I feel I have a number of good qualities

(HEA31c [wellbeing] [MCS5 CI Q 11c])
DOWL I am able to do things as well as most other people

(HEA31d [wellbeing] [MCS5 CI Q 11d])
VALU I am a person of value

(HEA31e [wellbeing] [MCS5 CI Q 11e])
GDSF I feel good about myself

**SCALE FOR ROSENBERG GRID:**
1  Strongly agree
2  Agree
3  Disagree
4  Strongly disagree
**MOODS & FEELINGS GRID**

ASK ALL, SINGLE RESPONSE, ASK AS GRID

The next few questions are about how you have been feeling or acting recently. For each question please select the answer which reflects how you have been feeling or acting in the past two weeks.

*Please select one answer on every row.*

1. (HEA33a [Mental health])
   - MDSA I felt miserable or unhappy

2. (HEA33b [Mental health])
   - MDSB I didn’t enjoy anything at all

3. (HEA33c [Mental health])
   - MDSC I felt so tired I just sat around and did nothing

4. HEA33d [Mental health]
   - MDSD I was very restless

5. (HEA33e [Mental health])
   - MDSE I felt I was no good any more

6. (HEA33f [Mental health])
   - MDSF I cried a lot

7. (HEA33g [Mental health])
   - MDGS I found it hard to think properly or concentrate

8. (HEA33h [Mental health])
   - MDSH I hated myself

9. (HEA33i [Mental health])
   - MDSI I was a bad person

10. (HEA33j [Mental health])
    - MDSJ I felt lonely

11. (HEA33k [Mental health])
    - MDSK I thought nobody really loved me

12. (HEA33l [Mental health])
    - MDSL I thought I could never be as good as other kids

13. (HEA33m [Mental health])
    - MDSM I did everything wrong

**SCALE FOR MOODS & FEELINGS GRID:**

- 1 Not true
- 2 Sometimes
- 3 True
ASK ALL, SINGLE RESPONSE
(HEA39 [Self harm])
HARM
In the past year have you hurt yourself on purpose in any way?

1  Yes
2  No

You have come to the end of the questions asking about How You Feel.

Once you are sure you don’t want to change anything, please press ‘lock your answers’ to continue to the next set of questions More About You. Once you have pressed this you will not be able to go back and change your answers so far.
ASK ALL, SINGLE RESPONSE  
(CFP 10 [Risk])  
RISK 
On a scale of 0-10, where 0 is never and 10 is always, how willing to take risks would you say you are? 
Scale: 0-10  
0 Never  
10 Always 

ASK ALL, SINGLE RESPONSE  
PTNT 
On a scale of 0-10, where 0 is never and 10 is always, how patient would you say you are?  
Scale: 0-10  
0 Never  
10 Always 

ASK ALL, SINGLE RESPONSE  
(CFP 9 [Trust])  
TRST 
On a scale from 0-10, where 0 means not at all and 10 means completely, how much would you say you trust other people? 
Scale: 0-10  
0 Not at all  
10 Completely 

You have come to the end of the questions asking More About You. 

Once you are sure you don’t want to change anything, please press ‘lock your answers’. Once you have pressed this you will not be able to go back and change your answers so far. 

After you have pressed this you will hand the tablet back to the interviewer who will ask you one last set of questions. 

You have come to the end of the questions asking More About You.
Outro text (end of final module)

Thank you for your help!

[^Please now hand the tablet back to the interviewer.]^{19}

IF self-completion [SELFCOMP=1]

PAUSE SCREEN

PLEASE RE-ATTACH THE TABLET TO THE KEYBOARD. PLEASE BE CAREFUL NOT TO TOUCH THE SCREEN WHEN YOU DO THIS.

[SCRIPTING INSTRUCTION - IF KEYBOARD IS DETACHED AT THIS POINT, DISPLAY MESSAGE “PLEASE ATTACH THE KEYBOARD NOW” AND DO NOT ADVANCE UNTIL IT IS ATTACHED]^{20}

OEIT

Where did the young person fill in the questionnaire?

1  In the same room as you

2  In a different room to you

---

^{19} Display if accepted as self-completion (SELFCOMP=1)

^{20} Instruction added in Version 102, released 10 February 2015. Prior to this release there was no hard check here.
**Contact Information module**

**YP CONTACT INFORMATION (LOOP FOR EACH COHORT MEMBER)**

**TUDD**

*** YOUNG PERSON CONTACT INFORMATION: PARENT CONSENT TO APPROACH YOUNG PERSON***

DID PARENT/GUARDIAN GIVE WRITTEN CONSENT FOR [^Cohort member’s Name] TO BE ASKED IF THEY WOULD BE WILLING TO PROVIDE THEIR MOBILE TELEPHONE NUMBER AND/OR EMAIL ADDRESS FOR CHILD OF THE NEW CENTURY TO KEEP IN CONTACT WITH THEM ABOUT THE STUDY?

**REMININDER:**
INFORMATION BOOKLET USED: “WHAT WOULD WE LIKE YOU AND YOUR CHILD TO DO? INFORMATION FOR PARENTS”
CONSENT FORM USED: CONSENT BOOKLET (CF01) – YOUNG PERSON ELEMENTS 1

PARENT/GUARDIAN MUST HAVE SIGNED FORM **AND INITIALED OR TICKED** APPROPRIATE BOX TO INDICATE CONSENT WAS GIVEN

1 Yes, consent for mobile telephone number given
2 Yes, consent for email address given
3 No, consent not given (SINGLE CODE ONLY)

ASK IF ACCTUD_elig = Yes

**TUDR**

*** YOUNG PERSON CONTACT INFORMATION: PARENT CONSENT TO APPROACH YOUNG PERSON***

DID PARENT/GUARDIAN GIVE WRITTEN CONSENT FOR [^Cohort member’s Name] TO BE ASKED IF THEY WOULD BE WILLING TO PROVIDE THEIR MOBILE TELEPHONE NUMBER FOR CHILD OF THE NEW CENTURY TO TEXT THEM REMINDERS ABOUT THE ACTIVITY MONITOR AND TIME-USE RECORD TASKS?

**REMININDER:**
INFORMATION LEAFLET USED: “WEARING AN ACTIVITY MONITOR AND COMPLETING A TIME-USE RECORD - INFORMATION FOR PARENTS”
CONSENT FORM USED: CONSENT BOOKLET (CF01) – YOUNG PERSON ELEMENTS 1

PARENT/GUARDIAN MUST HAVE SIGNED FORM **AND INITIALED OR TICKED** APPROPRIATE BOX TO INDICATE CONSENT WAS GIVEN

1 Yes, consent for mobile telephone number given
2 No, consent not given (SINGLE CODE ONLY)

**IF signed consent NOT given [TUDD=3 AND TUDR=2] route to end of module**
**IF signed consent given for mobile phone number [TUDD=1]**

**TUDE***

**YOUNG PERSON CONTACT INFORMATION: YOUNG PERSON CONSENT ***

DID ["Cohort Member’s Name"] GIVE VERBAL CONSENT TO PROVIDE THEIR MOBILE TELEPHONE NUMBER FOR CHILD OF THE NEW CENTURY TO KEEP IN CONTACT WITH THEM ABOUT THE STUDY?

**REMEMBER:*

INFORMATION BOOKLET USED: “WHAT WOULD WE LIKE YOU TO DO? INFORMATION FOR STUDY MEMBERS”
CONSENT FORM USED: CONSENT BOOKLET (CF01) – YOUNG PERSON

YOU SHOULD NOT HAVE ASKED CONSENT FROM YOUNG PERSON IF PARENT HAS NOT GIVEN CONSENT TO APPROACH YOUNG PERSON.

1  Yes, consent for mobile telephone number given
2  No, consent not given

**END FILTER**

**IF signed consent given for email address [TUDD=2]**

**TUDF***

**YOUNG PERSON CONTACT INFORMATION: YOUNG PERSON CONSENT ***

DID ["Cohort Member’s Name"] GIVE VERBAL CONSENT TO PROVIDE THEIR EMAIL ADDRESS FOR CHILD OF THE NEW CENTURY TO KEEP IN CONTACT WITH THEM ABOUT THE STUDY?

**REMEMBER:***

INFORMATION BOOKLET USED: “WHAT WOULD WE LIKE YOU TO DO? INFORMATION FOR STUDY MEMBERS”
CONSENT FORM USED: CONSENT BOOKLET (CF01) – YOUNG PERSON

YOU SHOULD NOT HAVE ASKED CONSENT FROM YOUNG PERSON IF PARENT HAS NOT GIVEN CONSENT TO APPROACH YOUNG PERSON.

1  Yes, consent for email address given
2  No, consent not given

**END FILTER**
**If signed consent given for mobile phone number [TUDR=1]**

**TUDS**

*** Young Person Contact Information: Young Person Consent ***

Did ["Cohort Member’s Name"] give verbal consent to provide their mobile telephone number for Child of the New Century to text them reminders about the activity monitor and time-use record tasks?

**Reminder:**
Informaton leaflet used: “Wearing an Activity Monitor and completing a time-use record – information for study members”

**Consent Form Used:** Consent booklet (CF01) – Young Person

You should not have asked consent from Young Person if parent has not given consent to approach Young Person.

1. Yes, consent for mobile telephone number given
2. No, consent not given

**End Filter**

**If consent given to collect mobile phone number [TUDE=1 or TUDS=1]**

**MPHO**

Can I take your mobile phone number?

1. Yes
2. No / Don’t have a mobile phone

**If agree to provide mobile number [MPHO = 1]**

**YPZPHA1**

Enter mobile telephone number

NB: All telephone numbers should have 11 digits. Do not leave a space e.g. 07712345678

Mobile telephone numbers should usually begin with 07

String [11 digits starting with 0]

**If consent given to collect email address [TUDF=1]**

**YPEM**

Can I take your email address?

1. Yes
2. No / Don’t have an email address
**IF agree to provide email [YPEM = 1]**

**YPEM**

INTERVIEWER: PLEASE ENTER EMAIL ADDRESS GIVEN

INTERVIEWER NOTE: PLEASE CHECK WITH RESPONDENT WHICH LETTERS ARE UPPER OR LOWER CASE

Please tell me the first part of the address before the @ sign.

String

**YEMB**

Thank You. Please now tell me the second part of the address after the @ sign.

INTERVIEWER NOTE: PLEASE CODE FROM THE FOLLOWING OR CODE OTHER IF NOT LISTED

1. aol.com
2. blueyonder.co.uk
3. btinternet.com
4. btopenword.com
5. fsmail.net
6. gmail.com
7. googlemail.com
8. hotmail.com
9. hotmail.co.uk
10. Live.co.uk
11. Live.com
12. msn.com
13. ntlworld.com
14. O2.co.uk
15. Sky.com
16. Talk21.com
17. talktalk.net
18. tesco.net
19. tiscali.co.uk
20. virgin.net
21. yahoo.co.uk
22. yahoo.com
23. Other (please specify) (variable name **YEMX**)  

**YPEMCK**

READ OUT

May I just check, your e-mail address is "[^YEMA]@[^YEMB]"

Is this correct?

1. Yes, correct
2. No, incorrect
IF No, incorrect [YPEMCK = 2]

PAUSE

PLEASE REDO

GOTO YEMA

PAUSE

INTERVIEWER: THAT IS THE END OF THE YP QUESTIONNAIRE ([^CM number]) FOR
[^CM name].

PRESSING ‘NEXT’ WILL TERMINATE THE SCRIPT AND YOU WILL NOT BE ABLE TO
RESTART IT.  

---

21 Instruction amended in Version 103, released on 8 June 2015. Prior to this the instruction read: “THAT IS THE END OF THE YOUNG PERSON QUESTIONNAIRE MODULE”